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Medieval German Castle Lordships – The Castles of Count Falkenstein as an Example 

 

<Lecture 4> 

5. Summary 

5-1. Châtellenie 

 Châtellenie is defined as the combination of  the right to holds courts and other powers (ban 

powers) that a castle lord exercised over his manorial villeins as well as other manors.  Having 

finished the examination thus far, it is clear that the castle lordships of  Neuburg, Falkenstein, 

Hartmannsberg, and Hernstein were manorial lordships as well as possessed ban powers that were 

exercised over and beyond its manorial villeins.  Therefore, it may be summarized that the castle 

lordships of  these four castles is synonymous with French castle lord dominated areas, also known as 

châtellenie. 

 Therefore, the first objective of  clarifying the German castle lordship and equaling it to the 

French châtellenie through studying the internal structure of  the castle lordship of  these four castles has 

been accomplished. 

 

5-2. Dating the Establishment of Castle Lordships 

 Only Hernstein is known to have been constructed sometime in the latter half  of  the 11th century, 

while Neuburg, Falkenstein, and Hartmannsberg were constructed sometime in the latter half  of  the 

12th century.  It is quite unusual to be able to identify the exact time when a castle was constructed.  

However, judging from the year the Codex was completed, which was in 1166 in the middle of  the 12th 

century, the castle lordship must have already existed before the Codex was written.  Thus, it can be 

surmised that the castle lordship of  these four castles had already been established before the middle 

of  the 12th century at the latest. 

 

5-3. Impetus of Castle Lordship (Châtellenie) Formation 

 To begin with, one should note that the nobility used to live in manor houses on plains in their 

villages.  After the 11th century they moved to castles built on the top of  the hills and started using 

these castles as centers of  rule.  German scholars call this phenomenon of  nobility moving from the 

plain to hill castles as the ‘isolation of  nobility from villeins’.  Count Falkenstein himself  is assumed 

to have done so by the middle of  the 12th century at the latest. 

 The formation of  castle lordships that started after the 11th century overlaps with the process of  

structural transformation of  the manorial system, which also occurred after the 11th century.  The 

process referred to here is the transformation from the manorial system with demesne land that 

villeins worked as corvée to a manorial system in which rent was collected from the villeins who 

worked the land they leased.  In this manorial system with demesne land, villeins had to go to work at 

their lord’s manor three days a week instead of  plowing their own lands.  It was in a sense quite a 

dissatisfying system of  farming since villeins could not work on their land to their full satisfaction.  

Such a system was transformed to the rental manorial system in which villeins simply had to pay rent 

for the land they leased to work. 
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 It should also be noted that the formation of  grafschaft (a count’s dominant district called amt) was 

administered by the procurator of  the count.  In other words, the formation of  the castle lordship 

was significant in manorial reorganization by manorial lords to cope with the aforementioned manorial 

transformation, which in sum meant the formation of  the amt system. 

 In the amt system the manorial lords had more advantages in exercising their lordship compared to 

the conventional manorial system with demesne land.  That was the reason why the new structure 

was created by manorial lords.  Also, the castle was established as the core of  such a system.  

Economic historian Werner Rösener claimed that ‘the transformation from the manorial system with 

demensne land to the amt system within the manorial system between the 12th and 13th centuries no 

doubt meant a progression of  administrative practices by manorial lords’.  Rösener also referred to 

Count Falkenstein in his comment saying ‘castles played a central role as the amt system in the manorial 

system and is the point when the castle’s importance in administering of  the High Middle Ages clearly 

emerges’.  Another scholar claimed ‘while the castle became the center/crystallization point of  the 

lordship and governance in lieu of  the manor house, at the same time it also became an important 

administrative organization where villeins came to pay their tribute (tax)’. 

 Also, officials of  Count Falkenstein began to manage multiple manors in his castle district.  The 

formation of  the amt with the castle as the core had the effect of  integrating and unifying all estates 

and at the same time worked to establish châtellenie surrounding the castle. 

 Regarding what was stated above, castle historian Helwig Ebner pointed out that ‘at the time when 

estates were integrated the administrative function to supervise individual amt was moved to the major 

castle of  grundherr (manorial lord).  The establishment of  grafschaft (county), amt, and châtellenie are all 

intimately related to the structural transformation of  the manorial system’. 

 In this way, if  the cause of  the structural transformation of  the manorial system is considered 

then it coincides with the cause or the impetus for the establishment of  châtellenie. 

 Next I would like to examine the factors that brought about the structural transformation of  the 

manorial system.  First, the manorial system with demesne land was a natural economy originally 

based on barter trade.  However, socioeconomic factors such as the restoration of  an urban money 

economy had formed the background that led to the introduction of  the rent manorial system.  

Furthermore, a warming climate and an increase population occurred simultaneously following the 

11th century.  A warmer climate increased agricultural production from which developed a separation 

of  labor between cities and farming villages that eventually expanded into a distribution economy.  

This is the first factor. 

 Second was the rise of  bailiffs, the manorial officials.  Since the bailiffs in the era of  the manorial 

system with demesne land usurped the manors, or arrogated the villeins’ tributes that were to be paid 

to the manorial lord.  The manorial lords resorted to changing the bailiff ’s hereditary status to an 

owner-tenant-relationship for as limited a time as possible, leased their manors to the bailiffs, and 

received payments from them.  The manorial lord could also could break up their directly controlled 

land, lease it to villeins, and receive rent in return. 

 Third, villeins hated the three-day-a-week corvée at their lord’s manors.  The elevation of  the 

villeins’ status was another factor. 
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 Fourth, the manorial lords wished to decrease maintenance costs and the administrative burden of  

the manorial system with demesne land, which had a complicated structure both legally and 

economically. 

 In order to cope with the aforementioned changes, Count Falkenstein took the initiative and 

responded to the changes. 

 Next I would like to touch upon the factors contributing to the establishment of  châtellenie in 

France in the 11th century that correspond to those in Germany.  First, there was a withdrawal of  

manorial lordships.  This was caused by: a dissolution of  the demesne lands due to split inheritances 

and donations to the church; a decrease of  the work force due to a reduction or abolition of  the 

practice of  slaves doing manorial labor; invasions by different peoples such as Muslims from the south 

and Normans from the north; bailiff  independence that corresponded to the rise of  bailiffs in 

Germany; rapid population growth, and so forth.  Second, there was a restoration of  the exchange 

and money economy. 

 Barring some trivial differences, the causes of  the formation of  châtellenie in France were almost 

identical to the causes of  the formation of  castle lordships in Germany such as for Count Falkenstein.  

The fact that the situation in France was similar is an important point to be noted. 

 

5-4. The Significance of the Formation of New Châtellenie. 

 I would like now to examine the significance of  the formation of  new grafschaft (amt), in other 

words châtellenie.  First, it aimed to establish an integrated entity of  rented manors by making the 

castle the core and assigning viscounts to supervise the bailiffs and supersede their administration of  

the rent manor. 

 Second, related to what was mentioned above it meant the creation of  territorial power, the 

reasons were as follows: first, according to historical documents, the assigned regions 

(procuratio/prepositura) of  the count’s officials were called officium, amt, grafschaft, land jurisdiction district, 

and high court jurisdiction districts, among others.  They all referred to specific administrative areas 

and thus can be considered as ‘regions’. 

 Next, there is a difference between the bailiff  (a manorial lord official) and the new amt official 

called a procurator/prepositus.  First, when bailiffs became independent they were assigned a higher 

status as knights.  They then become holder of  the lehen and consequently castle vassals.  When that 

happened, manorial lords such as Count Falkenstein became subject to lehen (feudal) law and could not 

rescind the vassal’s status at will.  On the other hand, the bailiffs lost their previous responsibilities 

and their role as manorial administrators was drastically reduced.  Secondly, the count’s new officials 

received payment not by lehen but by currency and goods or partially in the form of  assigned land.  In 

this way the count’s new officials were different from the bailiffs in many aspects. 

 Next we will look at responsibilities.  These new officials partially took on the responsibilities of  

the bailiffs, collected earnings from the manors, and created records at the same time.  They also 

gathered tributes in the lord’s residence storage warehouses and dispatched them to the court (castle) 

of  Count Falkenstein in the end.  Therefore, although the status of  the bailiffs did not disappear, the 

new officials absorbed some their responsibilities.  Lastly, the count’s new officials were placed is 
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position higher than the bailiffs and were responsible for supervising them. 

 That is how counts shifted control of  the bailiffs by making use of  the new officials as part of  the 

new system. 

 


